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In this note some recent results of EYMARD [3] on homogeneous spaces 
are extended and generalised. We have adopted his terminology; also 
the proofs of our results are formulated along the lines of corresponding 
ones of Eymard, as far as possible. 
Let G be a Hausdorff topological group and H a closed subgroup of G. 
Let G/H be the homogeneous space of all left cosets 2=xH of G with 
respect to H. Then G acts continuously on G/H as follows: if $ E G/H 
and s E G then we define sk: =(8x)*. If f is a function on G/H and s E G, 
then we define 8f(2):=f(s-li). W e d enote by ‘ZA9(G/H) the Banach apace 
of all complex-valued bounded continuous functions on G/H. A function 
f E %SY(G/H) is called uniformly continuous [resp. weakly uniformly wn- 
tinuous] if the mapping s I+ *f of G into %?4?(G/H) is continuous with 
respect to the norm topology [resp. weak topology] on %‘a(G/H). The 
set of all uniformly [resp. weakly uniformly] continuous functions in 
Vg(G/H) will be denoted by W&?g(G/H) [resp. WW&‘A?(G/H)]. It is easy 
to see that Wif93(G/H) and WWifS7(G/H) are closed G-invariant linear 
subspaces of %‘@G/H) (9 C %d?(G/H) is called G-invariant if f E $8 implies 
8f EC3 for all LEG). 
DEFINITION. Let 9 be a closed G-invariant linear subspace of %ST(G/H) 
that contains the constants and is closed with respect to complex conju- 
gation. Then a mean m on 9 is a linear functional on 9 with (1, m) = 1 
and such that (f, m) > 0 for all non-negative f E 9. (It is well-known 
that the last condition can be replaced by llrnll= 1). A mean m on 9 is 
called G-invariant if for all f E 9 and all s E G we have (8f, m) = (f, m}. 
If there exists a G-invariant mean on 9, then the pair (G, H) is said to 
have the property (Mg). 
DEFINITION. A continuous [resp. weakly continuous] action of G is a 
triple (L, &, w), where L is a locally convex Hausdorff space, & is a 
compact convex subset of L and w is a mapping (8 I+ we) from S into 
the set of all continuous affine mappings from & into itself such that 
(i) mgt =c()~o~ for all s, t E G; 
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(ii) &q=q for all q E Q; 
(iii) the mapping (a, q) I+ wsq ((a, q) E G x Q) is jointly [resp. separately] 
continuous. 
We say that the pair (G, H) has the Jixed point property, denoted by 
(PF) [resp. strong fixed point property, denoted by (PFf)] if for each 
continuous [resp. weakly continuous] action (L, Q, W) of G the existence 
of an element q,-, E Q with the property wtqo= qo for every t E H implies 
the existence of an element ql E Q with the property mgql = ql for all s E G. 
EYMAFLD ([3], pp. 12-13) has proved that for each pair (G, H), where 
G is a topological group and H is a closed subgroup of G, the properties 
(M~~~cG,H)) and (PF) are equivalent. Also he showed that (Mqa(o,~)) 
implies (PFf). The opposite implication seems not to be true in general, 
but here we prove the following fact. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a Hausdorff topological group and H a closed 
subgroup of G, then for the pair (G, H) the properties (IKwsgg(o,H)) 
and (PFf) are equivalent. 
PROOF. The proof of the implication (PFf) j (M~%Q~~G,HJ) is similar 
to that of (PF) =+ (Mqqg(~,~)) in [3], because from the definition of 
W@%?~(G/H) it follows that the mapping (a, v) I+ sv (lot. cit.) is sepa- 
rately continuous. The proof in the opposite direction, however, is more 
delicate. Given a weakly continuous action (L, Q, w) of G, Eymard intro- 
duced the function 8 I-+ f(s): = (m8b, x’) (s E 9), where b E Q is fixed with 
respect to H and z’ E L’ is arbitrary. Then f belongs to %Z’g(G/H), but 
in our situation we need the fact that f even belongs to WWif9Y(G/H). 
To this end we have to prove that the function s I+ (gf, v) is continuous 
for each p, E %S?(G/H)‘. But every continuous linear functional on %a(G/H) 
can be written as a difference of two positive linear functionals ([4], (B. 36)) 
and hence as a linear combination of two means on %Tg(G/H). So it 
suffices to show that (J-f, m) tends to 0 for every mean m on %24Y(G/H) 
if y goes to e. 
Now, let m be a mean on %‘SiY(G/H), then by Lemma 1 of [3], page 7, 
there is a net (m,) of means withJinite support such that (ma) tends to m 
in the topology c+‘~(G/H)‘, %S?(G/H)). Being of the form J$ c,.~ EC,~ 
where (f, E~,.J : = f(k,& each m, can be associated with a point q& E Q 
h&-d by qa : = zti ca.i w,,, b (sa,i E &,,). Since Q is compact, there is a 
subnet (qs) of (qa) such that (qB) converges to some element qo E Q. Then 
for each y E G we have 
Gf, m> = 1:” bf, w> = lim 2 f44.i f(y-l &,i)=lim 
i B 
2 %i f((y-l 49,i)‘) = 
24 Indagationes 
= lim(o,-i qfi, 2’) = (wyi q0, 2’). 
B 
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Hence 1 (vf-f, m) 1 = I(IIU~-I qc, z’) - (~0, z’) j tends to 0 if y goes to e. 
For the remainder of the proof see [3], p. 15. 
The property (PF) [resp. (PF,)] . pl lrn ies another important property 
of the pair (G, H) which we are going to define now. 
As before G is a topological group and H a closed subgroup of G. Let 
E and F be two Banach spaces and let c be a morphism of E into F, 
i.e. a linear mapping with #r(f)l]r< ]jfl]s for all f E E. Suppose for each 
x E G has been given a linear mapping A, from E into E such that 
(9 A ,,,=A,,A,, for each xl, x2 E G and A,=Id; 
(ii) llAsfll~<jlfjjs for each f s E and each x E G; 
(iii) [resp. (iii)s] th e mapping x I+ A,/ is continuous for each f E E with 
respect to the norm topology [resp. the topology a(E, E’)] on E; 
(iv) ooAt=o for each ~EH. 
Let J be the linear subspace of E generated by the family {Azg-gig E: E, 
x E G). For each f E E we denote by C, the convex hull in F of the set 
WUM E ‘3. 
DEFINITION. The pair (G, H) has the property (RG) [resp. (RG,)] if, 
provided a situation is given as above, the following inequality (the so- 
called Reiter-Click&erg inequality) holds for each f E E 
distF (0, Cf)g dists (f, J). 
EYMARD ([3], pp. 23-24) showed that for each pair (G, H) the property 
(PF) [resp. (PFf)] implies the property (RG) [resp. (RG,)], whereas the 
opposite implication is proved to be true for locally compact groups. But 
this result appears to hold in any case. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be any Hausdorff topological group and H a closed 
subgroup of G, then the property (RG) [resp. (RG,)] implies the property 
V’F) Pew WVI. 
PROOF. Suppose the pair (G, H) satisfies (RG) [resp. (RG,)]. Let 
(L, Q, w) be a continuous [resp. weakly continuous] action of G such that 
there is a qo E Q with the property that otqo=qo for every t E H. Now 
let E be the (real) Banach space &‘(Q) of all real-valued continuous affine 
functions on Q with the supremum-norm and let F be ‘@. A morphism 
0: E + F is defined by o(f) : =f(qo) (f E d(Q)). Furthermore for each x E G 
a linear mapping A, is defined by A,/(q) : = f(oz q). Then it is clear that 
all conditions are fulfilled to get the Reiter-Glicksberg inequality 
distp (0, C’f)< dists (f, J) for all f E d(Q). 
For the function f E 1 this becomes 
inf 112 c~+t~, 1)Ibc Il4l)lL/~. 
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The infimum is taken over all finite sums with cn > 0, 2 cn = 1 and xn E G; 
n is the canonical surjection from E onto E/J, where J is the norm- 
closure of J. 
Hence we have 1 <[jzz(l)l&. On the other hand ]1~(1)]~~/~~]]1]]~= 1 
and so llz(l)l&/y = 1. But then, by a consequence of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem, there is a continuous linear functional r+ on E/J with lIpI/= 1 
and (n(l), q) = 1. This functional defines a bounded linear functional m 
on d(Q) by (f, m> : = <n(f), v>. Th en it follows that ]lm]] = (1, m) = 1 and 
so m is a mean on d(Q) ; moreover we see that (j, m) = 0 for all j E J. 
By a result of ARGABRIGHT [l] there exists a qi E Q with the property 
that (f, m)=f(al) for all f E d(Q). 
Hencej(qi)=O for allj E J; in particular (A5g-g)(qi)=O for all g E&‘(Q) 
and all x E G. But if P is a continuous linear functional of L, then the 
restriction Po of F to Q belongs to d(Q). Hence (ozqi-qi, F) = 
= (A, FQ- FQ)&) =0 for all x E G. By another consequence of Hahn- 
Banach we conclude that w2q1 =ql for all x E G. 
If G is a locally compact group then the properties (PF) and (PFf) 
[resp. (RG) and (RG,)] are equivalent. This was proved by EYMARD with 
the use of the Haar measure on such groups ([3], pp. 28-29). But, ac- 
cording to the Theorems 1 and 2, this fact can also be proved directly 
by showing that the function spaces SWS?(G/H) and WWZ’SY(G/H) are 
the same in this case. 
PROPOSITION. If G is a locally compact group and H is a closed sub- 
group of G, then @iZ’A?(G/H)=WWifS?(G/H). 
PROOF. Suppose there is an f E WQ%?9i?(G/H) which does not belong 
to 9Y%‘9f(G/H). Then the mapping s I+ 8f (s E G) is not continuous; hence 
there exists a net (8,) C G such that (8,) tends to e but s&f does not converge 
to f. But then there is a subnet (8~) of (a& a net (t) C G/H and a 6>0 
such that 
(*I lssf (44 - f(b)l > 6 for all B. 
Now we consider the action (WSWS?(G/H)‘, U, co) of G where U is the 
weakly compact unit ball of WWZ.S3(G/H)’ and u) is defined by (f, oSp)) : = 
=&if, v) (f E WWZ’93’(G/H), q~ E WW&?9f(G/H)‘). It is obvious that this 
action is separately continuous, but it follows from [2] (Theorem 1) that 
this action is also jointly continuous. Now each tb defines a mean &iP on 
@‘-~=VW) by <f, &is> : = f(b). B ecause of the compactness of U there 
is a subnet (4) of (t ) p such that (~4) converges to some mean m on 
~@~WW). But then 18yf(~,J-f(~JI = l&f -f, @I = Kf, us;’ e,,--t,,)l+O 
which contradicts (*). 
Stichting Opleiding Leraren 
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